The power system is a nonlinear complicated system. For power system analysis problems, they are mainly based on nonlinear equations. In practical systems, the calculation speed of a specific problem is very important. For most classical power system analysis methods, their one-time calculation speed with enough accuracy is difficult to be further improved after decades of research. However, if we see many-time calculations of different analysis functions as a whole, the new breakout may be made. This paper aims to present a novel foundational technique to improve the many-time calculation performance of power system problems. With the technique in this paper, the analysis of grid topology, bus types and line parameters can be separated, and the speed of online calculation of some problems can be improved by more than 10 times faster without any sacrifice of accuracy. This paper points out why the holistic speed of many-time calculations has the potential to be largely improved. The concept of a linear relationship based nonlinear problem (LRBNP) is proposed, which is critical to this technique. The detailed theory derivations are carefully performed. The proposed technique also shows a new way to understand the power systems. Finally, the verification of the derived formulas is performed.
Introduction
For the online power system analysis, the calculation speed is of great importance. Most power system analysis problems (such as power flow calculation, losses calculation and steady state stability analysis) are based on the injected power equations (or their solutions) which are nonlinear.
Other power system problems are also mostly based on nonlinear equations. These problems have been deeply researched for several decades. The researchers have always been trying to improve their calculation performance.
One of the research directions is to find a better mathematical tool to solve the nonlinear equations. The numerical iterative methods are usually used to solve the problems. Typical approaches include Gauss-Seidel, Newton-Raphson and the fast decoupled method, which are familiar to most researchers. The convergence speed of the Gauss-Seidel method is too slow for the practical application. The Newton-Raphson method can solve the problems with few iterations but has high requirements for initial values. The fast decoupled method is based on approximation and requires more iterations. As a result, the speed is not certain or stable. In addition, the fast decoupled method is not applicable to distribution systems [1] . A lot of work has been done to improve these methods;
It is not difficult to conclude that the DC power system analysis problems are similar to AC. The basic power flow equations whether in DC systems or AC systems are all quadratic nonlinear equations. The main difference is the mathematical domain. Namely, the AC system analysis is performed in the complex domain, but the DC system analysis is in the real domain (the complex equations of the AC system are converted to equivalent real equations for calculation convenience). Combined with the interest on DC power systems, the proposed technique will be derived in DC scenarios. The results in AC systems can also be obtained with simple modification.
The Organization of This Paper
The DC power system analysis tool used for future smart DC power system should have the following characters: (1) suitable for DC power systems; (2) reveal more exact relationships among variables to analyze the interaction among different system components; and (3) improve the analysis performance to adapt to online applications and smart functions. Some works are finished to present the technique to largely improve the speed of the power system analysis center.
In this paper, the potentiality of holistic performance will be analyzed and the linear relationship based nonlinear problem (LRBNP) will be proposed. A technique to separate the analysis of grid topology, bus types and line parameters will be presented, which is also the theory foundation for the improvement of the performance of specific nonlinear power system problems. The mathematical derivations will be carefully performed. Some computation load will be separated through the strict mathematical derivations. After separation, different types of computation load can be calculated independently. It is very important for the proposed technique to improve the holistic performance of power system analysis center. Some linear relationships are deeply revealed. It should be pointed out that all the results in this paper are exactly accurate because they are all the linear part of LRBNP. Combined with specific correction methods, the derived formulas can perfectly deal with the specific nonlinear power system problems. The correction methods to finish the nonlinear analysis will be presented in other papers due to the limit of length. However, the results in this paper also construct a complete technique.
The proposed technique also provides a new way to understand the network of the power system. Thus, some explanations of physical meanings are also presented. Although the basic analysis of the proposed technique is derived in DC power systems, it can also be applied to AC power systems, which will also be analyzed in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the speed potentiality of the power system analysis center is discussed. In Section 3, the LRBNP is proposed, which is the key to the novel technique. In Section 4, the basic principles of the proposed technique are explained. In Section 5, some linear properties of the power grid are strictly demonstrated as the theory basis of the proposed technique. In Section 6, the derivation of the topology separation technique is presented. In Section 7, the derivation of the bus types separation technique is presented. In Section 8, the new way to understand the power system and the applicability of the proposed technique to AC systems are discussed. In Section 9, the accuracy of the derived formulas is validated. In Section 10, the conclusions are given.
The Potentiality of the Holistic Performance

The Computation Load of the Power System Analysis Center
The analysis center of modern power system has many different functions to solve different problems. Typical functions include power flow calculation, steady state stability analysis, state estimation, optimization power flow, etc. Many functions need online operation and have to be performed again and again with time variation. The schematic diagram of the computation load of power system analysis center is shown in Figure 1 . Each rectangle (which consists of red parts and green parts whose meanings will be explained in the following sections) represents the computation load of one-time computation of a function. The area of the rectangle stands for the computation load. Many functions may need to be performed simultaneously. Each function may need to be repeated frequently. The traditional research focuses on the improvement of one-time calculation of a problem, namely a single rectangle in Figure 1 (reducing the area of a single rectangle). This paper will focus on the improvement of holistic performance of the power system analysis center (reducing the total area of all rectangles). 
The Repeated Analysis Computation Load
The formulas of many power system analysis problems are deeply coupled with the power grid. It can be briefly explained as follows:
1.
The derivation of the formulas is based on the power grid characters (such as topology, line parameters and bus types); 2.
Many power grid parameters are listed as constant coefficients of the formulas; 3.
The influence of each parameter variation on analysis results has to be calculated by solving nonlinear equations.
As a result, we can conclude that the power grid analysis is an important and implicit part of many power system analysis problems. However, we cannot obviously separate it from the calculation procedure as their relationships are mixed in the nonlinear formulas and the calculation procedure is performed by independent numerical iterative methods. Thus, the same power grid analysis has to be repeated among different calculations.
The Potentiality of the Holistic Performance
As the power grid parameters are relatively stable to the online analysis frequency, the same power grid analysis has to be repeated in each time calculation. If the power grid analysis can be (even partly) separated and directly used by each time calculation, the holistic performance of power system analysis can be much improved. The independent analysis of the power grid may need to pay much more time than any one-time single problem calculation; however, the holistic performance will be much improved with the increasing number of calculation time of different problems. In this paper, a technique will be proposed to separate the analysis of power grid whose results can be used by the calculation of different problems. The analysis results of the proposed technique can help to accelerate the speed of each time calculation of some problems. The schematic diagram of the analysis center computation load with independent power grid analysis is shown in Figure 2 . The repeated computation of power grid analysis is avoided, but the proposed technique needs to pay some basic computation time. Thus, the proposed technique will show more advantages with the increase in function amount and calculation time. In addition, the separated power grid analysis results also reveal more relationships between different variables, which contributes to the system-level analysis of the complicated power system with many coupling subsystems and equipment. It will be analyzed in detail in the following sections. 
The Linear Relationship Based Nonlinear Problem
In this section, the linear relationship based nonlinear problem (LRBNP) will be discussed in detail, which is the foundation of the proposed technique.
The Nonlinearity and Linearity of Power Systems
The power system is a typical complicated nonlinear system. The nonlinearity of the power system may come from the following aspects:
1.
The nonlinear equipment and components in power grids such as power electronic devices which are on the inside of power grids; 2.
The nonlinear characters of complicated loads and sources which are on the outside of power grids; 3.
The nonlinear mathematical relationships, for example, the relationship between powers and voltages.
The nonlinearity of (1) and (2) come from nonlinear elements itself. The nonlinearity of (3) comes from the product operation of linear variables. The power systems are strongly nonlinear systems. As a result, most power system problems have to be depicted as a set of nonlinear equations.
However, there are also many linear relationships and models in power system analysis. The models of lines and buses in power grids are linear in most power system problems. Thus, the circuit of the power grid is linear. As a result, the relationship between injected currents and bus voltages is linear, which is the basis of the derivation of power flow equations. In addition, small-signal models of nonlinear elements are also locally linear.
The Nonlinearity and Linearity in Power System Equations
The injected power equations are basic and typical nonlinear power system equations. The derivation procedure includes the following two main steps (both in AC and DC systems):
Establish the Relationship between Currents and Voltages
where Y is the admittance matrix, I is the injected currents vector, and U is the bus voltages vector. This step implies that the power grid is a linear circuit. It means the models of lines, transformers and other equipment in the grid are linear. The mathematical relationship between currents and voltages is also linear.
Get the Injected Powers Expression
where S is the injected power vector. This step does not introduce new nonlinear elements. However, the nonlinear equations are obtained because the nonlinear product operation between currents and voltages is applied. Thus, we can conclude that the widely used injected power equations include linear elements, linear relationships and nonlinear relationships. No nonlinear elements are included.
In fact, we rarely use the nonlinear elements models in the calculation of power system analysis. Even the nonlinear power electronic devices are analyzed with small-signal models that are locally linearized models.
The Definition of Linear Relationship Based Nonlinear Problem
For analysis convenience, we define the problem like the injected power equations in Section 3.2 as linear relationship based nonlinear problem (LRBNP). The LRBNP only involves linear relationships, linear elements and nonlinear relationships, but no nonlinear element is involved. The nonlinear relationships only come from the product operation. In a power system problem involving nonlinear elements, if the nonlinear elements can be decoupled, the part without nonlinear elements can also be seen as LRBNP. Most classical power system analysis problems are LRBNPs.
The linear power grid models and relationships are used in almost all research of different problems. However, most nonlinear problems (include the basic power flow equations in textbook) ignore that their derivation implies the acknowledgement of the linear properties of power grid, although the forms of their equations are nonlinear. Thus, the nonlinear equations are solved directly with mathematical tools and the calculation procedures are seen as blackboxes. The ignorance makes the research not focus on the inside study of the problems, which results in the repeated redundant computation load in power system analysis center.
Explanation of Basic Principles of the Proposed Technique
The Frequently Changed and Slowly Changed Computation Load
In many-time calculations of different power system analysis functions, some power grid parameters (such as line parameters, topology, bus parameters) are slowly changed, while the loads, sources and some other parameters are frequently changed. Combined with the complicated relationships in a specific problem, some computation load deals with the slowly changed parameters and some with the frequently changed parameters. If we only focus on a one-time calculation of a specific problem, the frequently changed and slowly changed computation load have no difference because they both only need to be calculated for only one time. In a practical power system analysis center, many different functions need to be performed for many times for the normal operation of the power system. It is hard to tell the frequently changed and slowly changed computation load in the calculation procedure, but we can conclude that the calculations repeat many-time same power grid analysis independently. In Figures 1 and 2 , the green color stands for the slowly changed computation load and the red color stands for the frequently changed computation load. The purpose of the two figures is to help to understand, and the areas of green and red colors are not strictly accurate. By avoiding the repeated computation load of slowly changed components, the holistic speed can be much improved. It can be seen that the total area of green color in Figure 2 is much smaller than Figure 1 if the calculation time is long enough. However, the green color area in Figure 2 is also larger than the green color area in any one-time calculation of a specific function. The green color in Figure 2 is the basic computation load of the proposed technique. However, it is obvious that the practical total computation load in a power system analysis center will be dramatically reduced by a proposed technique. The speed comparison of the traditional method and the method with the proposed technique is shown in Figure 3 (not strictly accurate but reflect the characters). 
What the Proposed Technique Does
The proposed technique is based on the deep mathematical analysis of LRBNPs. It successfully separates the slowly changed computation load (power grid analysis) from the nonlinear equations. Thus, some analysis of power grids can be performed independently decoupling with specific nonlinear problems. The repeated slowly changed computation load just needs to be performed one time among different problem calculations. The power flow analysis is used as an example to show the meanings of the proposed technique. The components of power flow analysis computation load are shown in Figure 4 . The red color represents the computation load of sources/loads information analysis. The green color represents the computation load of bus types analysis. The blue color represents the computation load of topology analysis (the blue and green color loads in Figure 4 correspond to the green slowly changed computation load in Figures 1 and 2). As they have different variation frequencies, they are presented with different colors for better explanation in following sections). In traditional iterative methods, the three components are mixed together as shown in part 1 of Figure 4 , and they cannot be separated. All of them have to be recalculated if any of them changes. Part 2 of Figure 4 is another equivalent representation form of part 1 for concise representation. The traditional iterative methods cannot separate the mixed computation load of part 1 like part 2. The proposed technique aims to provide a way to achieve the separation. If the computation load is separated successfully, the computation load can be equivalent to part 3 of Figure 4 . Although the separation analysis of topology and bus types will spend extra time, it only needs to be performed for one time. After separation, only the sources/loads computation is needed in each power flow calculation. Thus, if the number of computation times is relatively small, the proposed method may be slower than traditional methods. However, the advantages of the proposed technique will be shown with an increasing number of computation times. For most power system analysis tasks, it can bring much benefits. Without loss of generality, the sources/loads computation in power flow analysis may be replaced by other specific problems, but the topology and bus types analysis are similar.
With the large number of total times, the improvement of holistic performance is possible, although the proposed technique needs to spend some time to complete the basic analysis. In addition, the proposed technique can deeply analyze the linear relationships of the power grid in detail. The new relationships also provide a new way to strictly understand the mathematical and physical meanings of power system problems. The new relationships reveal some new properties of power grids. It contributes to the system-level analysis of power systems. The detailed derivation and analysis will be presented in the following sections of this paper. Combined with the specific power system problems, new methods to solve the classical problems can be further proposed. 
Separate the Computation Load with Different Variation Frequencies
For a specific problem, it may involve many parameters such as topology, lines, bus types, loads/sources powers. In a practical system, these parameters have different variation frequencies.
The loads/sources powers vary most frequently. The bus types may change with the operation modes of sources or loads, but their variation frequency is relatively slower. The topology and line parameters of a power system are stable for a very long time (months or years), and their variation frequency is the slowest. The proposed technique can separate the three types of analysis computation. Thus, the same repeated computation load can be minimized.
The total computation load of traditional many-time calculations of a problem is shown in Figure 5 . Each line stands for one kind of computation load. If one kind of parameters changes, the color will also change, namely the change of the color in the same line means the variation of the parameters. As mentioned, the loads/sources vary the fastest and the topology varies the slowest, which can be seen in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 , the computation load of one-time calculation is between the same two adjacent dash lines.
With the analysis results of the proposed technique, the computation load of many-time calculations of a problem is like Figure 6 . It can be seen that, if no variation occurs, the corresponding kind of parameters need not to be analyzed. Thus, some calculations only need to afford computation load of loads/sources and bus types. Some calculations only need to afford the computation load of loads/sources. 
How to Solve the Nonlinear Equations
For most research, when the equations are obtained, some mathematical tools to solve nonlinear equations are directly used to get the solution. In this way, the derivation procedure and calculation procedure are separated. The analysis structure of traditional methods is shown in Figure 7 . Combined with the power system problems to be solved, the nonlinear relationships, nonlinear elements, linear relationships, linear elements need to be organized and derived to form the nonlinear equations. Then, those are mixed together like a blackbox, and the mathematical tools are used to solve the nonlinear problems. In this structure, it is impossible to separate the slowly changed computation load and frequently changed computation load. The total computation time of the power system analysis center is the sum of many-time different problem calculations. The repeated same power grid analysis cannot be avoided. The analysis structure of power system problems with the proposed technique is shown in Figure 8 . This technique separates the linear relationships and linear elements of the power grid analysis from nonlinear equations. The linear part is analyzed with linear analysis methods. Compared with the linear properties used in traditional derivation, this technique analyzes much more deeply and the results can accelerate each one-time calculation. In addition, more relationships are revealed, which can help to analyze the deep coupling subsystems. Other nonlinear relationships and elements are combined with specific problems. However, the nonlinear partial analysis and linear partial analysis cannot be simply added to get the solutions. Thus, a new iterative method is very important to make the nonlinear part cooperate with the linear part to get accurate solutions. The new iterative method may be different in different problems. 
Power System Linear Properties
Why the Proposed Technique Contributes to Deep Coupling Systems Analysis
The modern power systems are deep-coupling systems that include the interaction among different devices (such as power electronics equipment, electrical vehicles, distributed generators and so on) and systems (such as communication systems, control systems and so on). In traditional methods, the linear properties of the power grid that are used to derive the nonlinear equations are relatively simple. As the linear properties are not deeply analyzed, some LRBNPs become more complicated than they should be. Because the analysis of the interaction needs the calculations of some nonlinear equations, the deep analysis of the linear properties can simplify the deep-coupling problems. The schematic diagram of the traditional relationship between the linear properties and power system problems is shown in Figure 9 . The green boxes in the figure stand for the linear properties of the power grid. In the traditional method, only the linear relationship between injected currents and bus voltages in (1) is used, which is denoted as box 1 in the figure. Box 2 and box 3 stand for some other linear relationships in the power grid. The other linear relationships may be between injected currents and line currents, bus voltages and line currents, injected currents and line voltages, bus voltages and line voltages (the strict demonstration of the linearity will be presented in the next section). The blue boxes stand for the problems that can be directly derived with the linear relationship in (1). The purple boxes stand for the problems that need the information of line currents and line voltages. As the strict linear relationships between line currents (voltages) and injected currents (bus voltages) are not used, the information has to be obtained through the calculation of nonlinear equations. The system losses calculation is one kind of these problems. In traditional methods, the power flow calculation must be performed before the losses calculation to get the line currents. Then, the losses calculation can continue. It can be seen in Figure 9 that the losses calculation needs three steps. The first step is to solve another nonlinear problem (power flow calculation). The second step is to get the results (line currents) that have linear properties in the power grid. The third step is to calculate the system losses with the results in step 2. The red boxes stand for the power system problems involving multiple systems and devices coupling. Based on traditional methods, these kinds of problems will be much more complicated and need more steps between the nonlinear problems and linear properties.
With the deep analysis of linear properties derived by the proposed technique, Figure 9 can be improved to Figure 10 . Some formulas can be derived directly from more specific linear relationships instead of the basic (1). With the simplification, the complicated coupling relationships are easier to handle. 
Demonstration of the Linear Property
Although the steady state equations of power system are nonlinear, the nonlinearity does not come from the models of power grid. It comes from the nonlinear relationship between injected powers and bus voltages (or injected currents). Whether in DC or AC power systems, the linear models of lines and buses are used, and it is also an implicit condition of the Newton-Raphson method. In this section, the linearity of network is strictly analyzed. The following derivation of the proposed technique is based on the analysis of this section. Thus, although the demonstration only uses basic electric circuit knowledge, it is necessary to construct a strong and reliable theory foundation.
Without loss of generality, a simple power system with typical DC bus types (V bus, I bus and P bus) is used. The topology and the bus types are shown in Figure 11 . In view of electric circuit theory, the power system in Figure 11 is not a complete circuit. To make the circuit complete, some components should be added. If one bus has sources, an equivalent source should be added (voltage source at V bus and current source at I bus) between the injected point and ground (or neutral point in some system). If the bus is a load bus, a variable resistance should be added between injected point and ground (or neutral point in some systems). According to the replace theorem, the bus branch can be replaced by a current source (if the bus type is I bus) or a controlled current source (if the bus type is P bus). In this section, it is assumed that the V bus and I bus are all buses with sources. The complete circuit corresponding to the system in Figure 11 is shown in Figure 12 . As a branch must exist between the injected point and the ground (or neutral point in some systems), the (controlled) voltage source and (controlled) current source can also be transformed equivalently according to the replace theorem. Thus, the superposition theorem can be used to reveal the linear property, and the circuit in Figure 12 is equivalent to the circuit in Figure 13 . It is obvious that currents in lines and the bus voltage drops have linear relationships with injected currents (or bus voltages). The aforementioned analysis is based on the DC system. In the AC system, only the PV bus and PQ bus are considered and it is not difficult to get the same restrict conclusion.
Derivations of the Topology Separation
The Free Variables in the View of Electrical Circuit
Assume that the researched power system has N buses, and denote the injected currents vector as
(
All of the injected currents must satisfy
This means that the injected currents have N-1 degrees of freedom. Without loss of generality, assume the bus 1 is the reference bus in the DC power system. In the DC system, the bus type of the reference bus should be V bus to afford the power balance task. The voltage of V bus is specified and the injected current at bus 1 should be calculated by Equation (4) instead of a free variable. Based on the linear property of power grid demonstrated in Section 5, it can be inferred that the currents in lines and the voltage drops of all lines can be exactly determined by following free injected currents
In power system analysis, not any bus can be modeled as I bus, but I bus analysis can help the overall theory derivations. Following analysis in this paper will solve this problem after the relationships which are based on free injected currents are completely derived. 
The Relationship between Injected Currents and Line Currents
According to the linear properties demonstrated in Section 5, the currents of lines can be linearly determined by the free injected currents through linear operation and the form is
where the A is a constant matrix determined by topology and power grid parameters,
Expand Equation (7), we get
The Method to Calculate the Matrix A
The matrix A includes the topology information about the linear relationship between injected currents and line currents. It has M × (N −1) elements, and the elements are all constants if the topology and parameters are not changed. The aforementioned analysis only proves that the constant matrix A exist. However, how to calculate the matrix A is a problem.
According to Equation (9) 
Denote the injected currents of kth time power flow calculation as
Define the vector Y i as
Define the vector X i as
Define the matrix H as 
The relationship among Y i , X i and H is
Each set of equations in Equation (15) comes from the results of N-1 times power flow calculations. The line currents and injected currents are all known variables calculated by power flow calculations in Equation (15) and the elements of matrix A are seen as unknown variables. The ith row of matrix A can be calculated by
For different i, the H −1 is same. With the N−1 X i , the A can be obtained:
It is obvious that if the H is a singular matrix, the calculation of A will fail. The necessary and sufficient condition for the matrix H is not singular is that the all I k 0 are linearly independent. To assure the non-singularity of H, each power flow calculation scenario cannot be arbitrary. With the following method, the singular matrix can be avoided.
Define a random matrix C:
... ... ... ... c n−2,1 c n−2,2 ... c n−2,n−2 c n−2,n−1 c n−1,1 c n−1,2 ... c n−1,n−2 c n−1,n−1
All elements in the matrix C are independent variables and they all subject to uniform distribution:
The specified values of different types of buses should be changed according to matrix C in each time power flow calculation. If the bus i is a P bus or I bus, the specified value of bus i in kth time power flow calculation is set to (1 + c k,i ) times:
If the bus i is a V bus, the specified value of bus i in kth time power flow calculation is set to (0.9 + c k,i /5) times:
P 0 i , I 0 i and V 0 i are the basic specified values of corresponding buses. It should be pointed out that the element of matrix C can subject to any distribution, as long as the variance is proper. If the variance is too small, the ill condition of matrix H may be caused. However, if the variance is too large, it may make power flow equations unsolvable. When calculating the matrix A, these situations should be considered.
The workflow of the calculation of the matrix A is shown in Figure 14 . During the calculation, if one power flow scenario has no solution, or the calculation results destroy the linear independence of row vectors of the matrix H, the results should be discarded. The new corresponding row of matrix C should be regenerated and power flow calculation should be performed again. 
The Relationship between Injected Currents and Bus Voltage Drops
Based on the linear properties, the relationship between bus voltage drops and injected currents can be further calculated. The voltage drops of each line can also be directly calculated with the line currents and line resistances (impedances in AC system). If the voltage of the reference bus is given, the voltage of every bus can be calculated by injected currents through linear calculation. To calculate the total bus voltage drops, the paths from the reference bus to other buses should be selected. The total voltage drops of a bus are equal to the sum of all line voltage drops in the path. To decrease the computation load, the shortest path is the best selection to calculate the total voltage drops. The Dijkstra algorithm is a well-known algorithm for the shortest path calculation in graph theory. It is used here to get the shortest path in a complicated meshed power system. It only needs to be performed for one time if the topology is not changed.
The IEEE 30 bus system is shown in Figure 15 . With the Dijkstra algorithm, the shortest paths of all buses can be obtained and the meshed topology can be converted to a tree as shown in Figure 16 . For the N−1 buses, N−1 sets are used to represent the N−1 shortest paths:
If the jth line is in the shortest path from the reference bus to bus i, it means
The voltage of jth bus can be expressed as
To simplify the expressions, the matrix B v is defined as
The element of the matrix B v can be expressed as
Define the vector ∆V as
The expressions of Equation (25) can be equivalent to
With the above derivations, the line currents and bus voltage drops are successfully linearly expressed by the injected currents, which is coincident with the linearity demonstrated in Section 5. The coefficients are all constants.
The Separation of Topology Analysis
Actually, matrix A and matrix B v contain the information of power topology that is not taken full advantage of in traditional derivations. Matrix A and matrix B v are totally determined by the power grid. If the power grid structure is not changed, its matrix A and matrix B v will not be changed. Their analysis is independent with specific power flow problems. If some power system problems are based on the two matrices, the topology analysis does not need to be repeated in each time calculation, which cannot be avoided in traditional methods. Thus, the topology analysis is successfully separated.
The Derivation of Bus Types Separation
The Analysis of V Buses
If the bus k is a V buses, the voltage difference between the reference bus 1 and bus k is a constant. If there are n 1 V buses (not include the reference bus), define the V bus voltage drops vector as
where the Vi is the bus number of the ith V buses (i = 1, 2, . . . , n1). According to (25), the vector C ∆V can also be expressed by the injected currents vector I 0 as
where B v is n1 × (N − 1) submatrix of constant matrix B v . It is easy to know that all the lines' corresponding V buses in matrix B v consist of the matrix B v . Assume there are n2 P buses and n3 I buses. To simplify the following analysis, define the injected currents vector of V buses as
(32)
Define the injected currents vector of P buses as
where the Pi is the bus number of the ith P bus (i = 1, 2, . . . , n2).
Define the injected currents vector of I buses as
where the Ii is the bus number of the ith I bus (i = 1, 2, . . . , n3).
In Section 2, the number of independent injected currents is reduced to N − 1 by the injected currents' balance condition (4) . Equation (31) establishes the relationship between the V bus voltage drops vector C ∆V and the injected currents vector I 0 . If Equation (31) is seen as a set of constraint conditions, and the number of independent injected currents can be reduced to N − n1 − 1. It means that only the injected currents of P buses and I buses consist of the independent variables. From the view of a linear circuit, the influence of V buses on line currents and line voltage drops are linear.
The Discussion of P Buses
Obviously, the injected currents of P buses are in fact not independent variables like I buses because the relationship between power and current is nonlinear. The effects of P buses cannot be directly calculated by the results of this paper like V buses and I buses. However, it will not affect the strict derivations of this paper, and this problem will be overcome by the proper correction method. As the technique in this paper is complete and the paper length is limited, the relative content will be given in the future.
The Separation of V Buses
Denote the independent currents vector as
Sort I 0 according to bus types and we get
Rearrange the elements of B v to get the B v . The B v should satisfy
Let the B v1 consist of the 1 to n2 + n3 columns of B v and the B v2 consist of the n2 + n3 + 1 to N − 1 columns of B v . The B v1 is a n1 × (n2 + n3) matrix and B v2 is a n1 × n1 matrix. Equation (31) can be converted to another equivalent form
Isolating I V , we get
It means that, if the voltages of all V buses are given, the injected currents at V buses (except the reference bus) can be expressed by the injected currents of P buses and I buses. Thus, the system only has n2 + n3 independent variables.
To separate bus types from power system analysis, a transformation matrix T and a constant vector C IV are used to construct the relationship between I 0 and I 1 . They make the following equation correct:
The transformation matrix T is a (N − 1) × (n2 + n3) matrix. If the bus i is a P bus or I bus and the injected current of bus i corresponds to the jth elements of I 1 , all the elements at ith row of T are 0 except the jth element at ith row is 1. If the bus i is a V bus, the ith row of T is the same as the row of B −1 v2 B v1 , which corresponds to the same V bus. If the bus i is a P bus or I bus, the (i − 1)th element of C IV is set to 0, if the bus i is a V bus, the (i − 1)th element of C IV is the same as the element of B −1 v2 C ∆V which corresponds to the same V bus. To get a clearer result, use the I 0 instead of I 0 . The transformation matrix T should be rearranged to T and the C IV should be rearranged to C IV . The T and C IV satisfy
The T can be expressed as
where the E is the (n2 + n3) × (n2 + n3) identity matrix. The C IV can be expressed as
Substituting Equation (7) with Equation (40), we get
Denote the specified bus voltages vector of V buses as
Another transformation matrix T V can be used to express the C IV as
where T V is an (N −1) × n 1 matrix. The V 1 is the specified voltage value of the reference bus. The subtraction between the scalar and the vector is the same as the subtraction in MATLAB (R2016b, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), namely the scalar V 1 is thought to be a vector whose size is the same as V V , but every element is V 1 . The result is still C ∆V . Substituting Equation (47) with Equation (46), we get
Substituting Equation (29) with Equation (40), we get
The Separation of I Buses and P Buses
Divide the matrix AT, matrix B v T and vector I 1 , respectively, we get
T P and T I are all submatrices of T. The T P consists of the n 2 P columns of T and the T I consists of the n 3 I columns of T:
We get
Denote
The Separation of Bus Types Analysis
All the matrices C iv , C ii , C ip , C vv , C vi and C vp are constant matrices, if the topology and bus types are not changed. If the topology is changed, all of them should be recalculated. If the topology is not changed, but the bus types are changed, the matrix A and B V can still be used, but the other vectors and matrices should be recalculated. The six constant matrices are the results of separation analysis of bus types, which are the foundation for further analysis. They can also reveal some new analytical relationships that are difficult to be obtained in traditional methods.
The bus types' characters have been successfully separated. According to (52) and (50), the line currents and bus voltage drops of a power system are divided into the reference bus voltage term, V buses term, I buses term and P buses term. Except for the injected currents of P buses, all other values are known variables. In addition, all the coefficient matrices are constant and the operations are linear. If the exact injected powers have to be satisfied, it can be achieved with the other correction technique.
Discussion
The New Way to Understand a Power System
In traditional analysis of power system, it is difficult to tell where the power produced by a generator go or where the power of loads comes from. The above results could explain it. How much current in a line comes from each bus can be exactly expressed by the matrix A. As the variation of bus voltage in the DC system is relatively small, the current relationships can be converted to power relationships without much loss of accuracy. In the matrix A, the element α i,j means that the α i,j times injected power of bus j P j flows into transmission line i. Thus, the injected power routine of every bus can be calculated. The power margin of each line in a specific direction can also be approximately analyzed. Due to the limitation of length, these problems will not be deeply analyzed.
The Discussion of Application on AC Power Systems
It has been simply pointed out that the basic ideas and principles of proposed technique are applicable to both AC and DC power systems, although the research of this paper is mainly based on DC power systems. The linear relationships in DC power systems can also be exactly analogous to AC systems because the linear properties of networks are the same except that some complex coefficients may be involved. The complex coefficients have no influence on the linear properties. However, compared with DC systems, the application in AC systems still has some disadvantages.
The proposed technique in AC power systems may be less accurate than DC systems (although the accuracy is enough and can be further improved by more detailed derivation). The loss of accuracy comes from the model of the AC line, which has line-to-ground capacitance and equivalent conductance. In the model, the currents at two ends are different, which conflicts with the basic ideas of the proposed technique and destroys the exact linear relationship between injected currents and line currents. However, as the influence of line-to-ground capacitance and equivalent conductance is small, the technique can also be trusted.
As the capacity of the DC power system is much larger than the AC, the voltage changes of the DC system are much smaller than the AC system when the same power variation occurs. This advantage is also important for the proposed technique in DC power systems because the nonlinear variable power needs to be approximately converted to the current for analysis. The influences are (1) if the proposed technique is used for direct estimation, the accuracy will be higher in DC systems; (2) if the proposed technique is used for accurate calculation, the correction speed is faster in DC systems.
In a word, the proposed technique can be used either in DC and AC power systems, but better performance will be shown in DC power systems.
Verification of the Proposed Technique
Test Systems
To verify the proposed technique, typical test systems are required. However, to the best knowledge of the authors, no standard DC test systems can be found. The DC power system experiments are mainly performed in DC micro-grid and no practical DC distribution systems data can be easily found. To get the test scenarios, the standard IEEE 14 buses, IEEE 30 buses and IEEE 118 buses AC systems are modified. The modification observes the following rules:
1.
The topology of each network is not changed; 2.
The PV buses are converted to V buses and PQ buses are converted to P buses; 3.
The resistances of the lines in DC systems are specified according to the reactances of the lines in AC system; 4.
In the bipolar DC systems, the positive and negative phases are thought to be balanced; 5.
Some P buses and V buses may be replaced by I buses.
To assure the reasonability of the DC test systems, two validation methods are applied.
1.
Each test system is solved with the Newton-Raphson method to validate the reasonability.
The results show that the converted test systems can exist.
2.
The topology, components and parameters of each test system are established and tested in SIMULINK. The simulation results prove that the modification is reasonable.
Due to the limitation of length, the data of the systems is presented in attachments. The file names of the three test systems are 14_buses_information.xlsx, 30_buses_information.xlsx and 118_buses_information.xlsx, respectively.
Each file has five parts. Part 1 gives the specified bus voltages. Part 2 is the specified bus and injected powers. Part 3 is a n × 2 matrix, if the 1st column of ith row is set to 1, it means the bus i is a V bus; if the 2nd column of ith row is set to 1, it means the bus i is a P bus. Part 4 gives the information about lines. The first column of Part 4 gives the number from buses, the second column of Part 4 gives the number of buses, and the third column of Part 4 gives the resistances of lines. Part 5 is the conductance matrix of the DC power system.
14 Buses Case
According to the derivation, the constant matrices A and B v are presented in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The constant matrices AT and B v T are presented in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. The constant vectors AC IV and B v C IV are presented in Table 5 .
To verify the accuracy of the proposed linear relationships, the traditional Newton-Raphson method is used in DC test systems to get the exact line currents and the bus voltage drops. Then, the line currents and the bus voltage drops will be calculated by Equations (7), (47), (29) and (48). With the injected currents calculated by Newton-Raphson method, the calculation results are listed in Tables 6 and 7 . The maximized error among the three methods is 4.3177 ×10 −13 , which can be thought to be exact (most of the errors may come from the accumulation of truncation errors). Thus, it can be concluded that proposed linear relationships are exactly accurate. 
30 Buses Case
The verification in a 30 buses system is similar to the 14 buses system. Due to the limitation of length, the results are presented in attachment 30_buses_data.xlsx. The order and the forms of the results are similar to Section 9.2. The maximized error among the three methods in a 30 buses case is 1.5085 × 10 −11 .
118 Buses Case
The verification in a 118 buses system is similar to the 30 buses system. The results are presented in attachment 118_buses_data.xlsx. The maximized error among the three methods in a 118 buses case is 3.1579 × 10 −10 . It can be seen that the maximized errors in 30 buses and 118 buses are larger than 14 buses system, although the absolute values are still extremely small. This is because the errors come from the accumulation of truncation errors and the larger system involves more accumulation. With the increase of the system scale, more errors will be accumulated in a one-time operation. However, the absolute value of the maximized error is so small that they can be completely neglected.
Conclusions
In this paper, a complete novel technique to improve the holistic performance of nonlinear power system problems are presented. The potentiality of the holistic performance of power system analysis center is pointed out. The ideas and principles of the technique are also explained in detail. The complete linear circuit properties of classical power system problems are strictly demonstrated. The mathematical formulas are derived in detail with strict demonstration. The topology analysis and bus types analysis are successfully separated. They are abstracted to constant matrices and the computation is simplified to linear operation. The results come from the deep research of the unused linear relationships of popular LRBNPs in power systems. This paper constructs the strong foundation for further specific nonlinear power system problems, which can improve the holistic performance of power system analysis center. The results also provide a new way to understand the power systems and it is emphasized that the derivations can be analogous to an AC system. The formulas are also proved to be accurate by numerical verification. Based on the works of this paper, the performance of some specific nonlinear power system problems can be dramatically improved.
